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Abstract
In plasmas, ions with velocities much larger than the characteristic local thermal (Maxwellian) velocity are known as fast ions, superthermal or suprathermal ions. Fast ion confinement is very important for fusion: anomalous losses
of alpha particles can terminate a burning plasma since such particles are
supposed to be the main heating source. Also, fast ions can contribute to
plasma pollution by impurities. There are many aspects in plasma physics, for
which the fast ion distribution function is important (e.g. sawtooth stabilization, ICRF heating, instabilities), therefore, the estimation of population and
properties of a fast ion distribution function is a topic of a major interest.
The main goal of this work is to investigate the capabilities of an ion luminescent probe (LP) developed for TJ-II as a fast ion energy distribution
(E > 1 keV ) diagnostic tool with good time resolution capabilities. The
main question to answer is whether or not the ionoluminescent probe permits
individual light pulses created by impacts on a luminescence screen to be separately detected with a sensitive light detector such as a photomultiplier. From
the amplitude of light pulses the energy of impinging ions can be deduced,
and therefore after analyzing these data for a certain time window, the energy
spectrum of ion losses can be obtained. Finally, the kinetic temperature can
be deduced by fitting the energy histogram using an exponential function in
the tail of the distribution.
An investigation of high-energy ions escaping the plasma in different regimes
(ECRH and co/counter NBI) was made. The first results obtained by the LP
are reported. It was found that the detector is able to detect fast ions originating from NBI as well as suprathermal ions created by RF-heating. An interesting effect on the suprathermal ion temperature was found for discharges
performed with a dynamic configuration scan (C Mode). Two main maxima in
the temperature evolution were detected; this effect was not observed by any
other diagnostic system. When analyzing long ECRH discharges, it was found
that the LP is a very sensitive diagnostic tool, and therefore allows monitoring small changes in plasma parameters. Several discharges with deuterium
made during an isotopic exchange experiment in TJ-II were analyzed. The
suprathermal ion temperature was found to be higher for discharges with D2
than for similar discharges performed with H2 . The NBI phase for discharges
heated by NBI1 or NBI2, one at a time, and by combination of both injectors,
was studied. An unexpected fast ion energy distribution shift was observed in
the LP data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Significance of the fusion in human history can be compared with the
invention of fire.”
”An Indispensable Truth How Fusion Can Save the Planet”
-Francis F.Chen
The swift growth of technology level and of the human population has
provoked a rapid increase in energy consumption. Nowadays the main energy
share comes from fossil fuel. The Earth’s resources are limited, therefore,
alternative energy sources should be found. Energy received from renewable
sources, for example, wind energy, solar energy (solar panels), etc. are not
enough to satisfy the needs of industry. Nuclear power plants bring up the
problem of storage and nuclear waste. History shows that accidents in fission
power plants can lead to terrible consequences, such as deaths due to exposure
to radiation and radioactive contamination of big areas. Controlled nuclear
fusion presents a solution to these energy problems. However, at the same
time it is the greatest scientific challenge of our time. Many problems should
be solved and many questions should be answered before humanity will set on
fire an artificial sun on the Earth.

1.1

Fusion

The idea of fusion is opposite to that of fission one, however, it releases more
energy (in the case of using light elements). Instead of splitting a heavy nucleus
into multiple parts a new one is built from two light nuclei, see Fig. 1.1.
Energy released in this reaction is the so-called binding energy (BE), it comes
from the force that binds a nucleus (protons and neutrons) together. BE
varies from element to element and reaches its maximum for F e56 . Therefore,
when an element with lower BE is transformed into the one with higher BE,
the difference in energy between the two BEs is released. The well-known
equation E = mc2 shows that mass and energy can be converted into each
other. The sum of deuterium and tritium masses is larger than the sum of the
fusion reaction product (helium and a neutron) masses. This mass deficiency
5
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means that partially mass was converted into energy. It is also true for fission
reactions. As it happens in everyday life, it is much easier to break than to
build, and unfortunately fusion is not an exception to that rule.

Figure 1.1: Fission (a) and fusion (b) reactions [1]

There exist three promising fusion reactions that involve deuterium (D)
and tritium (T) atoms:
D2 + He3 → He4 + H 1

(+18.2 M eV )

(1.1)

D2 + T 3 → He4 + n1 (+17.6 M eV )

 T 3 + H 1 (+4 M eV )
2
2
D + D →
 He3 + n1 (+2.35 M eV )

(1.2)
(1.3)

Reaction (1.3) has two branches of roughly equal probability of happening [2]. To obtain deuterium is not a problem. It is available from seawater
(∼ 0.0153%). However, the other fuel component, tritium, is radioactive. It
has lifetime of 12.3 years and cannot be found in nature. For tritium production the reaction of lithium with a neutron can be used:
1
0n
1
0n

+ 63 Li →

3
1T

+ 42 He (+4.80 M eV )

+ 73 Li → 31 T + 42 He + 10 n (−2.47 M eV )

(1.4)
(1.5)

The reaction (1.4) is more probable for thermal neutrons while reaction
(1.5) has large cross-section for fast neutrons [3]. Natural lithium consists of
7.5% 6 Li and 92.5% 7 Li.
Neutrons produced in a fusion reaction can be used for in situ tritium
production. They carry almost 80% of the energy released in a fusion reaction
and escape from a reactor due to their neutrality. Through elastic and inelastic
collisions neutrons transfer their energy to a reactor blanket. The blanket is
a construction, which surrounds a vacuum vessel of the reactor and serves
several purposes. It absorbs radiation and particle fluxes from the reactor and
converts the kinetic energy of neutrons into heat. The obtained heat will be
used to produce electric energy. Therefore by placing lithium into the reactor
blanket it is possible to breed tritium.
In order to start a fusion reaction, reacting particles should have energies
large enough to overcome repelling the Coulomb forces. Besides that, particles
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should stay in the reaction region long enough for the reaction to start. The
cross-section of the reaction as a function of particle energy is shown in Fig. 1.2.
As it can be seen from the figure, the main reaction candidate for a fusion
reactor (D −T reaction) has the maximum cross-section for energy ∼ 100 keV .
However, it is not necessary to heat the whole fusion fuel up to such a high
temperature. High-energy particles from the tail of the Maxwell distribution
can produce the reaction. A fuel temperature of 10 keV will be sufficient;
however, good confinement of high-energy particles is needed.

Figure 1.2: Cross-section for the reactions D − T , D − D (sum of two branches)
and D − He3 [2].

There are two main concepts of how the fusion reaction should be organized. The idea of inertial confinement fusion is to use inertia for fusion fuel
confinement. A fuel capsule should be compressed and ignited before plasma
generated by heating will come apart due to repelling forces. This concept
can be fulfilled with the help of powerful lasers or ion beams. Compression
and ignition can be done simultaneously or can be separated in time. In the
second case, initially a fuel capsule is compressed to high density, and later
a short laser pulse provides ignition [4]. Therefore a reactor, which uses this
concept, can only operate in pulse regime. The second concept is magnetic
confinement. It uses a “magnetic bottle”. Fusion fuel is confined by magnetic
field for a relatively long period of time and at low density. The goal of this
concept is to achieve a self-sustaining fusion reaction.

1.2

Principles of magnetic confinement

The fusion plasma should be isolated from the reactor walls to avoid contact
and cooling of the plasma. The reactor plasma will have temperature of millions of kelvins. Nowadays a material that can endure such high temperature
does not exist. Another problem is that impurities produced by plasma-wall

8
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interactions would cool down the plasma. Keeping the plasma away from walls
is possible by means of a magnetic field.
The Lorenz force acts on charged particles, which have a velocity component (v⊥ ) perpendicular to the magnetic field lines and are influenced by the
field. At the same time, a velocity component (v" ) parallel to the field lines
is not affected by the magnetic field. The motion of charged particles in a
magnetic field looks as follows, see Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Trajectories of charged particles in magnetic field [5].

The motion of a charged particle in magnetic field B can be described by
the equation
∂"v
"
= q("v × B)
(1.6)
∂t
where m is mass, q is charge and v is the velocity of the particle. The
Lorenz force induces circular motion of the particle with radius ρL given by
formula (1.7), in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. The center
of gyro orbit will move along B with velocity v" .
m

mv⊥
(1.7)
qB
To avoid contact between the plasma and the walls the magnetic lines
should close up on themselves. The simplest configuration that allows achieving that effect is a torus. Permanent magnets cannot be used for this purpose
as they generate strong magnetic field inside themselves. Therefore electromagnets should be used. However, the magnetic field generated by a coil
winded around a torus will not be uniform; it increases towards the center of
the torus. Because of non uniformity of the magnetic field the gyroradius will
not be constant anymore. This will lead to charge separation, see Fig. 1.4.
The motions due to the presence of non-uniformities in the magnetic field
and in electric fields are referred to as drifts [3]. The charge separation creates
a vertical electric field E . It produces a so-called E ×B drift (due to F = q ·E),
which pushes the plasma towards the outer wall. Another drift will be caused
by the curvature of the magnetic field lines. One can solve this problem by
ρL =

1.2 Principles of magnetic confinement
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Figure 1.4: Drifts of an electron (in red) and an ion (in blue) in a torus [6].

adding a poloidal magnetic field. In this case the plasma pressure will be
balanced by the magnetic forces of the resulting helical magnetic field.
In general, any external force is capable of producing charged particle drifts
in a magnetic field. A general formula for a drift velocity of a particle with
charge q in a magnetic field B affected by a force F is [7]
v"D =

"
F" × B
qB 2

(1.8)

This makes it very difficult to achieve good particles confinement.
Currently, two main concepts of magnetic confinement configuration for
fusion exist. In a tokamak the toroidal component of the magnetic field is
created by a system of coils, see Fig. 1.5. Induced by a transformer, current
flows through the plasma and creates the poloidal component of the field.
The net toroidal current in the tokomak is a large energy reservoir, so sudden
disruptions can lead to serious damage of the device. Moreover, the current
induction by a transformer puts limitations on the duration of discharge. With
this construction a reactor can only be operated in a pulsed regime. Such
limitations are not acceptable for self-sustained plasma, or a commercial energy
producing reactor, which is the main goal of plasma physics. Heating, needed
to maintain the plasma at thermonuclear temperatures, is supposed to be
provided by energetic alpha particles created in the fusion reaction. Therefore
in a fusion tokamak the toroidal current should be created in a different way,
for example, bootstrap current may serve this purpose. In addition, vertical
field coils are needed for drift suppression and plasma position control.
In a stellarator (see Fig. 1.6) the whole magnetic configuration is created
by a system of magnetic coils, and the net toroidal current is zero. There
are plenty of ways to create a helical field by coils [9]. In general, magnetic
coil design can be divided into two groups: i) the magnetic field is generated
by a combination of field coils with simple geometric forms (see Fig. 1.6); ii)
or a magnetic field can be created by modular field coils with a complicated
geometric shape [10]. Stellarator can work in a continuous regime. However,

10
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Figure 1.5: The scheme of a tokamak [8].

the construction of magnetic coil systems entails great engineering and manufacturing difficulties.

Figure 1.6: Schematic drawing of a classical stellarator [8].

Both concepts have their own advantages and disadvantages, but for each
of them the question of good particles confinement is still open.

1.3

Particle orbits in a toroidal magnetic field

In an ideal situation, particles in a toroidal plasma device should move along
helical field lines without leaving the magnetic surfaces. However, in real
life particles can jump from one field line to another one due to collisions.
This causes diffusion of particles from the confinement volume. Diffusion can
be described by a random-walk model with a step length equal to Larmor
radius (1.7). Another effect that dramatically influences particles confinement
is trapping of particles. As mentioned in the previous section, magnetic fields
inside toroidal plasma devices are not uniform. They increase towards the
center of the torus, simply because the magnetic field coils are closer together
in the “hole” of the torus.

1.3 Particle orbits in a toroidal magnetic field
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Therefore following a twisted field line, a particle is moving from an area
of low magnetic field to an area with high magnetic field. Some particles will
not be able to leave the magnetic well and will be reflected back into the
area of high magnetic field. It is so called magnetic mirror. The main idea is
illustrated in Fig. 1.7(a).

Figure 1.7: Magnetic mirror (a) [11] and a banana orbit in a tokamak (b) [6].

A particle is trapped if its pinch angle (the angle between local magnetic
field and particle’s velocity vector) α is larger than αm given by
sin2 αm =

Bmin
Bmax

(1.9)

where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum and the maximum magnetic strengths
along a field line. This condition follows from conservation of energy and
magnetic moment [7]. Therefore in a plasma device particles can be divided in
two groups: (1) trapped and (2) passing (the latter are free to move around a
torus), see Fig. 1.8(a). These trapped particles follow so-called banana orbits,
see Fig. 1.7(b). The width of a banana orbit is much larger than the Larmor
radius, therefore diffusion for these particles will be also larger in comparison
with the passing ones.

Figure 1.8: (a) Poloidal cross-section with classes of particle orbits and modulus
B plots (b) for W7-AS; modulus B for an ideal tokamak (c) [10]

12
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The complexity of the magnetic structure of a stellarator leads to the appearance of another class of particle trajectory in addition to banana trajectories, see Fig. 1.8. This kind of device has an additional fine structure of
magnetic hills and valleys. These additional variations of the magnetic field
along a field line are called a magnetic ripple. Particles, which are bouncing
between local field maxima are called helically trapped. They are responsible
for differences in collisional transport in stellarators and tokamaks. Helically
trapped particles can also be reflected at the toroidal ripple leading to so-called
super banana orbits [12]. In the case when the radial electric field is involved,
the particle orbits can be strongly modified. For more information on this
topic, the reader is referred to [12].

1.4

Luminescence

Many types of diagnostics have been developed to study a broad range of
plasma parameters, e.g. density, temperature. One such type is based on
the use of luminescence in a thin layer, it is used to counter radiation that is
otherwise difficult to detect to visible light that can be readily detected. In
this work, such a diagnostic is used to study fast ions that escape from the
plasma.
Luminescence (from the Latin lumen stands for “light” and -escent is a
suffix that means “the little effect” [13]) is the radiation, which is not the
thermal radiation of a body. Thermal radiation in the visible spectrum is only
noticeable when a body has a high temperature (few hundred or a thousand
degrees), while luminescence is possible at any temperature, that is why it is
also called cold light. Luminescence differs from different types of scattering
by intermediate processes that occur between absorption and emission.

Figure 1.9: Energy levels scheme of the luminescent ion A. A* is representing the
excited state, R is the radiative return and NR is the non-radiative return to the
ground state.

The general principle of luminescence as follows: one of the electrons in an
atom is excited to a higher level and after some time the electron de-excites
to the ground state with energy release in the form of a photon. The principle
of luminescence can be explained by the following scheme, see Fig. 1.9. When
a luminescent ion A absorbs exciting radiation it raises from ground to an
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excited state. There are two possible scenarios for the ion to come back to
ground state. It can release the excitation energy by emission of radiation, as
a result, the luminescence phenomenon is observed. Another possibility is the
non-radiative return to the ground state. In this case the energy is used to
excite vibrations in the host lattice (transfers to the heat) [14].
One classification of luminescent processes is based on the source of the
excitation energy. The most common excitation sources are: optical radiation
(photoluminescence), electric fields or currents (electroluminescence), electron
beams or cathode rays (cathodeluminescence), other energetic particles or high
energy radiation (radioluminescence). Ionoluminescence is caused by ions exposure. Ions transfer energy to the material by a mixture of electronic excitation and nuclear collisions. The rate of energy deposition in nuclear collisions
and electronic excitation depending on ion energy is depicted in Fig. 1.10 [15].

Figure 1.10: Rate of energy deposition in nuclear collisions and electronic excitation as a function of ion energy.

Figure 1.11: The energy levels diagram for fluorescence and phosphorescence [18].

Another classification of luminescence process is based on the time that
the light is emitted relative to the initial excitation. The process is called
fluorescent, if the emission is fast (≤ 10−8 sec). The process with slow emission

14
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is named phosphorescent, and correspondingly these materials are phosphors
[16].
The difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence mechanisms can
be seen from the Fig. 1.11. Phosphors have so-called metastable states, which is
an excited state of a system that has a longer lifetime than the ordinary excited
states, and that generally has a shorter lifetime than the ground state [17]. A
metastable state is a trap for excitation energy; low probability processes are
responsible for transition of the system back to the ground state. Therefore,
phosphors are able to store and release slowly absorbed energy.

1.5

The thesis motivation

In plasmas, ions with velocities much larger than the characteristic local thermal (Maxwellian) velocity are known as fast ions, superthermal or suprathermal ions. In magnetically confined plasmas they can be created by neutral
beam injection, radiofrequency wave heating, fusion reactions, scattering from
energetic photons (X-rays or gamma-rays), as well as by other means. There
are many aspects in plasma physics, for which the fast ion distribution function is important (e.g. sawtooth stabilization, ICRF heating, instabilities) [19],
[20] and [21]. There is a number of fast ion diagnostic methods, e.g. fast ion
D-alpha spectroscopy [22], gamma-ray and neutron spectroscopy [23] and [24],
neutral particle analysis [25], scintillator probes [26] and collective Thomson
scattering (CTS) [27].
The purpose of this work is to explore the capabilities of an ion luminescent
probe developed for TJ-II, reported in [28], as a fast ion energy distribution
(E > 1 keV ) diagnostic with time resolution capabilities. The main modifications done to the setup were the following: a faster phosphor screen (TG-green,
500 µs) than the initial one (P45) was used; the position of the photomultiplier
(PMT) detector was changed. The PMT detector was now installed directly
onto the vacuum window in order to collect the luminescent light directly at
the output of the fibre bundle without any intermediate optics. The bandwidth of the current amplifier and the digitalization has been changed in order
to achieve the maximum performances compatible with the decay time of the
new phosphor. It is envisaged that the system could be further upgraded by
a factor of 10-100 in time resolution by selecting faster phosphor and choosing
faster signal conditioning and data acquisition electronics.
The ion energy distribution function in fusion plasmas has been determined
experimentally using charge-exchange neutral analyzers with a set of individual
energy channels (up to 16 channels in TJ-II) [29], which handle the pulses produced by each channeltron by standard analog electronic modules. This work
addresses the question of whether or not an ionoluminescent probe permits
individual light pulses created by impacts on a luminescence screen to be separately detected by a sensitive light detector such as a photomultiplier. Even if
the energy resolution is poorer than those achieved with standard diagnostics,
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the approach is worth investigating because of the additional advantages of
optical methods, i.e., the direct detection of lost fast ions, system compactness, reduced cost, as well as the possibility of placing various detectors of this
type at strategic positions around a fusion machine in order to monitor the
energy distributions of escaping ions. Similar efforts with the same purpose
but using alternative detectors are being undertaken, e.g., using diamond [30]
and Si detectors [31], although these are focused on the energy range that is
better to explore in order to detect escaping alpha particles in future fusion
devices more efficiently.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Setup
2.1
2.1.1

The TJ-II stellarator device
General information

The TJ-II flexible Heliac is a four-period, low magnetic shear stellarator. It was
designed by engineers and physicists from CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones
Energéticas, Medioambientales y Tecnológicas) in collaboration with ORNL
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA) and IPP Garching (Germany) [32].
The design was begun in 1986, and the first plasmas were obtained in 1998
[33].

Figure 2.1: The scheme of TJ-II flexible Heliac.

The TJ-II has a major radius of 1.5 m, an averaged minor radius ≤ 0.22 m,
a nominal magnetic field B0 ≤ 1.3 T , rotational transform at the separatrix
ιa /2π = 1.6 and volume V ≈ 1 m3 . Its magnetic field is created by 32 toroidal
field coils, a pure horizontal circular coil and a helical winding wrapped around
the circular coil, see Fig. 2.1. The combined action of magnetic fields created by
the coils generates bean-shaped magnetic surfaces, see Fig. 2.2. The horizontal
position of the plasma is controlled by the vertical field coils. Since TJ-II is
not a superconducting device, all coils are made of copper. TJ-II was designed
17
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of plasma cross-sections for three configurations a magnetic
field with increasing rotational transform [36].

to have high magnetic flexibility. It allows achieving magnetic configurations
with a broad range of rotational transform values. The main parameters of
TJ-II are summarized in Tab. 2.1.
Parameter

Value

Major radius, R

1.5 m

Average minor radius, < a >
Magnetic field, B0

≤ 0.22 m
<1T

Electron temperature, Te

≤ 2 keV

Ion temperature, Ti

≤ 150 eV

Electron density (ECRH), ne
Electron density (NBI), ne
Rotational transform
Plasma volume, V
Working gas

≤ 1.5 · 1019 m−3
≤ 8 · 1019 m−3

0.9 ≤ ι/2π ≤ 2.2
1 m3

Hydrogen, Deuterium

Table 2.1: The main parameters of TJ-II.

Heating is provided by Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) and
Neutron Beam Injection (NBI). The ECRH is implemented by 2 gyrotrons with
maximum power output of 300 kW each and maximum length of the pulse
1 s. Both gyrotrons work at the second harmonic f = 53.2 GHz, the density
threshold for ECRH heating system is 1.7 · 1019 m−3 . This value corresponds
to cut-off effect. Starting from this value the microwaves are reflected by the
plasma, and therefore no longer heat the plasma. The NBI system consists
of two co-injection (NBI-1) and counter-injection (NBI-2) lines with injected
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total power up to 2 M W . NBI-1 inject hydrogen atoms in direction parallel
to the toroidal magnetic field lines. The injected neutral beam is created by
the acceleration of hydrogen ions which are neutralized before entering TJII. The accelerated ion beam consists of ions H + , H2+ and H3+ with maximal
energies of 30, 15 and 10 keV respectively. The nominal proportion of the
hydrogen neutrals is 55 : 25 : 20 respectively [34]. The NBI’s pulse duration
is 100 − 150 ms for both injectors. Plasma heating is also possible by the
Bernstein waves. The O − X − B1 scheme can provide full power deposition
for densities above 1.3 · 1013 cm−3 [35]. The duration of discharge in TJ-II is
up to 0.3 s, on average, a pulse repetition is possible every 7 minutes.

2.1.2

Operational modes

The capabilities of TJ-II allow varying the plasma volume, rotational transform, magnetic well and other characteristics. The main helical field is produced by the circular coils (CC), helical coils (HC), and toroidal coils (TF). A
specific magnetic configuration is defined by the fixed value of current, which
feeds different sets of coils. The name of a configuration is defined by three
numbers. Each number corresponds to the current that is running through
a set of coils (in hundreds of A). The values of current are recorded in the
following sequence: CC, HC, VC, see Fig. 2.2.
Two modes of TJ-II operation are possible [37]:
A (autonomous) Mode of Operation. The magnetic configuration is
not varied during the pulse. References of current defining a pulse are configured in the power supply control system. Only flat current profiles can be
programmed during the flat-top period, hence only a single magnetic configuration can be created during each pulse.
C (controlled) Mode of Operation. Current references and synchronization signals are transmitted in real time from the TJ-II central control
system (Fast Control). As a result, current profiles with different slopes can
be programmed during the flat-top. Therefore, multiple magnetic configurations can be explored in a single pulse.
Experiments with dynamic magnetic configuration (changing during the
discharge) have several features:
• in C Mode, during a discharge one can sweep through a wide range of
magnetic configurations. In comparison which around 10 discharges in
the static mode of magnetic configurations are needed;
• the continuous change of configuration allows one to identify effects,
which are hard to discover when working with sets of discharges with
static configurations;
• the C Mode helps to illuminate effects related to magnetic resonances.
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As shown in [38], the parameters of a discharge observed during configurational sweeping in C Mode have values close to those corresponding to the
static magnetic configurations

2.1.3

Diagnostic systems

TJ-II has numerous diagnostic systems, see Fig. 2.3. Data from all the diagnostic systems located within the TJ-II device are collected by the central
data acquisition system. In general, diagnostics can be divided into passive
and active [32].

Figure 2.3: TJ-II top view together with the location of the diagnostic systems.

Passive diagnostics
Magnetics. Magnetic diagnostics include Mirnov coils, Rogovski coils and
diamagnetic loops.
Hα monitors TJ-II is equipped with 5 Hα monitores, installed in different
sectors of the device.
Electron Cyclotron Emission. The electron temperature measurements are
made by a 16 channel heterodyne radiometer with working frequency in the
range 50 − 60 GHz.
Soft X-rays. The system consists of 5 X-ray sensitive detector systems with
16 channels each.
Bolometry. The electromagnetic radiation power is measured by three 20channel pinhole cameras, three 16-channel cameras and six global bolometry
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monitors.
Spectroscopy. This type of diagnostics is includes a multi-channel spectroscopic system (nine-channel system with highresolution), and a vacuum
ultraviolet spectrometer (with working wavelength range 20 − 300 nm.
Compact Neutral Particle Analyzer (CNPA). The CNPA provides information about plasma ion temperature. It detects energetic neutrals that occur
in the plasma due to charge exchange of plasma ions with cold background hydrogen atoms, heating beams or fast neutrals from diagnostics [39]. Neutrals
collected by diagnostics are stripped and separated by energies (and masses).
The analyzer is equipped with 16 detection channels at fixed energy and detects
hydrogen atoms coming from plasma with the energies from 1 to 44 keV .
Ion luminescence probe. See section 2.2.
Fast camera. It allows observing plasma in the visible and IR regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Active diagnostics
Interferometry. The microwave interferometer has working frequency of
140 GHz (the wavelength is 2.14 mm). It allows deducing line-integrated
electron density, during a discharge.
Reflectometry. TJ-II has several reflectrometry systems. An amplitude
modulation reflectometry system provides data about electron density profiles.
A fluctuation reflectometer allows investigating the velocity shear layer in TJII. Density fluctuating velocities measurements are accessible by the Doppler
reflectometer.
Heavy Ion Beam Probe. This powerful diagnostic tool is able to provide
data about the plasma electric potential, the electron density and a poloidal
magnetic field component.
Charge exchange spectroscopy. It used for the measurement of impurity ion
temperature and velocity profiles.
Langmuir Probes. There are two fast reciprocating devices for Langmuir
probes in TJ-II. They provide information about electron density, electric potential and electron temperature of the plasma.
Laser blow-off impurity injection. Used to measure particle confinement by
injecting small amount of material into the plasma.
Thomson Scattering system. This high-resolution system allows to measure
electron temperature, density, and pressure profiles once per discharge.
Diagnostic neutral beam. It is used for performing neutral particle analysis measurements and spatially resolved charge exchange recombination spectroscopy.
Helium Beam and Lithium Beam. The diagnostics are used for measuring electron temperature and density profiles in the edge and scrape-off layer
regions of the plasma.
Biasing probe. The probe is used for the edge polarization experiments.
The typical working position of this probe is 2 cm inside the last closed surface.
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2.2

Ion luminescent probe

2.2.1

A brief description of the luminescent probe

A flexible luminescent probe, whose position with respect to the plasma edge
can be varied, was installed on TJ-II and used to investigate fast ion losses at
the edge [28]. In the present work the modified probe is used to study the energy distribution of the suprathermal ion population. The main characteristic
of this probe compared to others is that it collects ions partially thermalized in
the plasma in the case of those injected directly by the fast neutral ion beams
used to heat the plasma as well as suprathermal ions created by RF-heating.

Figure 2.4: A photo of the head of the luminescent probe showing the cylinder
where the phosphor screen is located, the aperture, through which the ions reach
the phosphor and the fiber bundle that collect the luminescence and relays it toward
the vacuum window (not shown).

The luminescent probe (LP) used on TJ-II is shown in Fig. 2.4. The ion
detector consists of 3 modules. The first part is the detector head, which
contains a luminescent plate and a lens, which focuses light produced by ions
impinging on the phosphor onto the fiber bundle. The second module is an
optical module. It includes a coherent fiber-optic bundle and lenses. It relays
the luminescent light to the third module, which is a photomultiplier. This
sensitive detector is attached to the vacuum window in order to minimize
light losses. The advantage of such construction is that one is able to place the
detector head a few centimetres away from the plasma [41]. Another advantage
of this detector is its ability to detect ions directly, in contrast with the neutral
particle analyzer (NPA) that analyzes them after being neutralized in a gas
cell by charge exchange technique.
The investigation of different types of phosphor materials as candidates
for the detector’s luminescent plate was undertaken previously [40]. The TGGreen phosphor (SrGa2 2S4 : Eu) [42] showed a good response to the impact
of hydrogen ions and has a decay time of 0.54/0.49µ s. It was chosen to
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replace the P-45(Y2 O2 S : T b) (decay time 1.4 ms) phosphor, which was used
previously in the LP.

Figure 2.5: Response of the different phosphor screens as a function of proton’s
beam energy (P45 (Y2 O2 S : T b), P46 (Y3 Al5 O12 : Ce) P47 (Y2 SiO5 : Ce), P56
(Y2 O3 : Eu)) [40].

Figure 2.6: Scheme of the luminescent probe as it was configured for this work.

The LP head has a pinhole of 1.5 mm in diameter. Electrons are prevented
from hitting the phosphor screen because of their small gyroradii, see Fig. 2.6.
The light, emitted by the luminescent screen (25.4 mm in diameter) due to
ions impacts, is focused by the lens (diameter of 25.4 mm and the focal length
of 33 mm) onto the optic fiber bundle. The collecting area is 8 mm × 10 mm,
the length of the fiber is 90 cm. The movement of the LP head is possible along
the three guideway lathes (lines), which are fastened on a vacuum flange, see
Fig. 2.4. The fiber optic bundle is optically coupled with the quartz window,
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which seals hermetically the vacuum chamber of TJ-II and transmits the luminescent light to the external signal collection system. For the signal detection
a compact photomultiplier (H10721P-110 by Hamamatsu) is used, its output is
connected to a current amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, model 570, Sunnyvale, EE.UU). The amplifier has a flat bandwidth of 200 kHz for a standard
gain of 1 µA/V , but it responds up to 1 M Hz. The amplified signal is carried
to a National Instrument unit (NI-PXI-6070E under controller NI-PXI-8106)
with an analog-to-digital converter of 12 bits and sample rate of 1.25 M Hz.
It is controlled by the general data acquisition system of TJ-II.

Figure 2.7: The location of the detector with respects to the TJ-II heating systems.

The location of the probe together with respect to the heating systems
in TJ-II is shown in Fig. 2.7. From the picture it can be seen that the LP
is located sufficiently far from both NBI injectors, which allows not only the
detection of direct losses, but also of thermalized ions. The orientation of the
LP head aperture to the magnetic field lines is −32◦ . The LP is located outside
the last closed magnetic flux surface, and therefore it does not perturbare the
plasma.

2.2.2

Energy calibration

The LP was calibrated in situ. The calibration of the detector relies on two
parts. The first part is a characteristic TG-Green response curve to the ions
of energies of 0 − 30 keV , see Fig. 2.5. The response of the phosphor screen as
a function of ion energies was studied in [40].
The second part of the calibration uses the statistics of the maximum height
of detected pulses. For this, was assumed that the highest signals correspond
to ions with energy equal the main component of the NBI. The NBI system,
which operates on TJ-II, is ejecting neutral particles with the maximal energy
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of 30 keV and energetic composition of 55 : 25 : 20 (was discussed in previous
section).

2.2.3

Software Tool

The software tool (ST) was developed to process the data obtained from the
probe. The interface of the program used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 2.8.
It allows setting various parameters for the data reading and analysis. The
parameters, that are most relevant for the data analysis are described below.

Figure 2.8: The user interface of the software tool used to analyze the data obtained in the detector.

The pulse height analysis is done in the software mentioned above in a
straightforward series of steps: 1) local maxima are identified (points, which
are higher than both nearest neighbours); 2) the distances to nearest local
minima (points, which are lower than both nearest neighbours) to the left and
right of the pulse are found; 3) the pulse width is defined as twice the larger
of these two distances. The pulse is then saved if it satisfies the minimum
expected pulse width and height of this system or is rejected as noise or pileup
if the pulse width is too narrow or too low. This approach for detecting and
processing ion pulses may have applications in other research areas [44].
In order to reduce possible errors, which correspond to the contribution of
noisy pulses, the ST uses two discrimination levels (low and high) to reject
low amplitude pulses that are possibly due to electronic noise or very high
spikes, sometimes produced in very high energy events that could occur in the
phosphor (i.e., hard X-rays caused by runaway electrons hitting the phosphor).
The maximum and minimum values of the pulse amplitude and the pulse width
are selected, there then permitting selection of the type of pulses for further
analysis.
In addition to the pulse discrimination, the ST processes the data, converting the pulse amplitude into the corresponding ion energy. Previously,
the pulse height was converted into energy by applying an analytical function (E function) that takes into account the relationship between amplitude
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and energy depicted in Fig. 2.5. The parameter Factor takes into account
the amplifier gain used for a particular discharge. For the level of each pulse
the ST calculates the corresponding energy, and an energy histogram for the
chosen time interval can be plotted. Parameter N bins specifies a number of
energy channels. At this point the LP has a great advantage, because digital
data processing allows varying the energy resolution of analysis within a wide
range. The energy width of channels can be modified by an exponential factor. The factor can be set by parameter Power. It defines the increase of the
channel width towards the higher energies. Usually the channels, which correspond to high energies, have a smaller number of counts. Use of the parameter
Power should compensate the lack of counts in these channels. In case of an
increased energy width of channels the data correction is performed. The timeintegrated height-pulse histogram can be typically fitted by one exponential
function, plotted as (dN/dE) versus energy and fitted by the function I0 e−E/T ,
where dN is the number of collected ions in the energy range dE. The fit by
two exponentials would correspond to the case of two ion populations. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution, the suprathermal ion temperature (T ) can be
determined from this fit.

Figure 2.9: Results obtained in a TJ-II ECRH discharge: (a) the line-integrated
electron density, central and edge bolometer intensity, X-ray signal and the LP
signal; (b) typical view of the ion detector trace, showing the pulses identified by
the software for specific numerical conditions of the analysis; (c) the ion energy
distribution obtained by the LP for two different discharges: one with constant
magnetic configuration (#27817) and another with a scan of the configuration along
the discharge duration (#27818) at 1200 ms, integrated over 10 ms.

Typical results obtained with the ST in a TJ-II discharge, whose basic monitors are depicted in Fig. 2.9(a), are shown in Fig. 2.9(c), and typical view of
the ion detector trace with the pulses identified by the software (Fig. 2.9(b)).

Chapter 3
Experimental Results
3.1

Results obtained with pure Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating

In order to illustrate the behavior of the suprathermal ion population in ECRH
discharges of TJ-II, we have selected several scenarios that can be also interesting for exploring the capabilities and limitations of the actual luminescence
probe design. First, we have selected the longest time discharge at different
densities to study the equilibration time of this population. Second, we have
selected a discharge where modulations produced by a biasing probe inserted
into the plasma are evident in the suprathermal ion temperature. Third, we
have investigated the influence of a configuration scan on the LP results. Finally, we have studied the suprathermal behaviour during an experiment of
isotopic exchange in the TJ-II.

3.1.1

Analysis of long ECRH discharges

Since unfortunately there are not many discharges available during long ECRH
phase (> 200 ms), we were constrained to choose some discharges, which are
not the best candidates for studying the long term time evolution of the ECRH
suprathermal component. The ERCH phase, which always precedes the NBI
phase, is too short (approximately 40 ms) for accumulation of good statistics.
At the start of a discharge after the ECRH is switched on, temperature, density
and other parameters need about 30 ms to stabilize.
Discharges of this kind with different densities were selected to study the
suprathermal temperature evolution with time. The results of this analysis
are plotted in Fig. 3.1(a). The detected plasma temperature is fluctuating,
so the general trend of the suprathermal temperature along the discharge is
highlighted for three different lines to guide the reader. We see that detected
temperature of the energetic ions rises with density and also the slope of the
temperature curve follows the same trend. All three discharges were performed
with different electrode voltages input. The voltage signal input for the dis27
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Figure 3.1: (a) The temperature evolution for different discharges, the corresponding densities are ∼ 0.29· 1013 cm−3 (#29587), ∼ 0.42· 1013 cm−3 (#29589),
∼ 0.44· 1013 cm−3 (#29591); (b) suprathermal temperature evolution for two
different discharges with densities: ∼ 0.42 · 1013 cm−3 (#29765 in red) and
∼ 0.58 · 1013 cm−3 (#29778 in green).

charge #29587 (red) was with a square waveform and the amplitude of 0.6 V .
For the discharge #29591 (green) the waveform of voltage signal input had
a triangle waveform and the amplitude of 1.5 V . In case of the discharge
#29589 (blue) the voltage input was absent. It seems that the temperature
evolves differently in different cases not because of the polarization electrode
but because of the plasma density itself. Unfortunately, it is not easy to find
these lengthy discharges in the TJ-II database to separate the electrode polarization influence from those of density.
The thermal ion temperature obtained by the NPA stays approximately
constant during whole discharge at 82 eV . The LP is mostly detecting highenergetic ions. They are more sensitive to plasma currents. These facts allow
affirming that the LP is very sensitive diagnostic system and therefore allows
monitoring small changes in plasma parameters.
Another experiment with long pulses (approximately 280 ms long) performed with the modulation of one of the ECRH gyrotrons. The microwave
heating power was 50 kW and 250 kW for the modulated and not modulated
gyrotron respectively, and both were tuned on axis (normalized effective minor radius ρ =0) for these discharges with iota values of 1.50 - 1.61. However,
after reaching a certain value the temperature decreases, see Fig. 3.1(b). In
the previous experiment, this phenomenon was not observed, perhaps because
the discharge time was not long enough. Nevertheless, the biggest slope corresponds to the highest density, as it was observed in experiments discussed
above.
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Electrode biasing experiments

The long pulses (200 ms) supported only by ECRH heating were chosen for
analysis. The ECRH power of the gyrotrons was 250 kW each. The microwave
energy deposition was performed off axis region (normalized effective minor
radius is ρ ≈ 33). The magnetic configuration, in which the experiments
where performed, was 100− 44− 64 (ι0 = 1.55, < a >= 193 mm). The goal of
this series of experiments was to study plasma viscosity. For this purpose an
electrode was introduced into the plasma, and by running current through the
electrode the plasma polarization was modulated with different frequencies.
All discharges were performed in the same conditions with slight variations
of density, modulation of electrode bias (or without bias) and position of the
Langmuir probe (the probe was used for detecting the radial electric field).
The speed of the LP is limited by the response time of the phosphor and
sample rate of the analog-to-digital converter. However, the effect of the bias
modulation (in the case of low frequency of electrode input voltage) on the
suprathermal ion temperature was observed, as it can be seen from Fig. 3.2(a).
This correlation is not observed by the Neutral Particles Analyser(NPA).

Figure 3.2: (a) Evolution of suprathermal ion temperature and (b) the Hα line
intensity, together with the biasing voltage input. The modulation frequency was
50 Hz.

By driving a radial current into the plasma periphery it is possible to modify
its rotation (j × B) and study its relaxation by means of probes, specifically
designed for this task. It is postulated that these modulated currents could be
responsible for the oscillations observed in the LP data.
The LP time response could be increased by replacing the phosphor with a
phosphor having a shorter decay time, however, materials with smaller decay
times typically show lower sensitivity, see [43]. To compensate such low sensitivity a in depth modification of the probe is needed, and also an upgrading
of the data acquisition electronics would be necessary. Such modifications are
not a goal of this work and can be done in future.
The effect of the electrode can be also observed in the Hα line of hydrogen,
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see Fig. 3.2(b). As can be seen from the graph, the intensity is changing in
the opposite phase with the voltage applied to the electrode.

3.1.3

Magnetic configuration effect on suprathermal ions

The dependence of fast ion behaviour on magnetic configuration is a topic of
great interest in TJ-II. As mentioned previously, this device has ample flexibility to operate with different magnetic configurations characterized by different
iota values, different averaged radii and geometrical shapes. A configuration
scan between two selected values of iota can be made in real time during a single
discharge. This operational mode (the so called C mode), has been described
in [38]. The dynamic scan of configurations has a big advantage over discharges
with static configurations, when one tries to explore whether the magnetic configuration plays a role in a physical phenomenon under observation, and also
when one wants to sweep a particular magnetic island associated with a low
order resonance and explore if it has any effect on some local diagnostic system
tuned to some specific radius. One of the goals of these experiments has been
to observe the movements of lower order resonances 3/2, 5/3, 7/4, and their
effect on plasma behaviour. For stellarators it is more convenient to use ι/2π
(iota-bar) = 1/q , for simplification we only use ι. The ι0 corresponds to the
value of rotation transform at the plasma centre, and ιa is rotation transform
at the plasma edge.

Figure 3.3: Theoretical estimation of the evolution of the rotational transform
profile for discharge #27818.

A magnetic scan was performed from the configuration 102− 29− 59 (ι0 =
1.4) to configuration 90− 41− 59 (ι0 = 1.57). Time evolution of the rotational
transform profile for this configuration scan (for discharge #27818) is presented
in Fig. 3.3. The experiments performed in C Mode show a clear effect of the
rotational transform on fast ion temperature. As can be seen from Fig. 3.4,
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the temperature evolution in this configuration scan (discharges #27825 and
#27827) is very different compared with the one performed in a static magnetic configuration. As a reference, discharge #27817 is a static magnetic
configuration 102− 29− 59. The densities for discharges presented on the graph
are 0.67· 1013 cm−3 (#27825), 0.7· 1013 cm−3 (#27827) and 0.51· 1013 cm−3
(#27817) respectively. The ECRH heating was deposed off the axis (ρ =
0.33). The heating power of gyrotron was 250 kW .

Figure 3.4: (a) The suprathermal ion temperature evolution deduced from the LP
during a magnetic configuration scan (#27825, #27827); (b) the temperature evolution detected by the LP in configuration scan form ι0 = 1.4 to ι0 = 1.57 (#27825
and #27705), a reverse scan from ι0 = 1.57 to ι0 = 1.4 (#27709, depicted reversed
in time). As a reference a single discharge with a static magnetic configuration with
ι0 = 1.4 is used (#27817).

The temperature results of similar discharge of this configuration scan are
plotted in Fig. 3.5 along with linear time variation of the edge and central iota
in the right vertical axis. This discharge was performed with microwave energy
deposited on axis. In most of cases we also observed, as in the previous figure,
two temperature maxima. Probably they appear due to transition of the low
order magnetic resonances by the edge (7/4) or by the centre (3/2).
We had also analyzed two discharges where the configuration scan has
been performed from ι0 = 1.4 to ι0 = 1.57 (#27705) and from ι0 =1.57 to ι0
= 1.4 (#27709, depicted reversed in time). The results are shown in Fig. 3.4
along with results of a reference discharge (#27817), carried out statically in
configuration with ι0 = 1.4. We must mention that the two peaks appearing as
before in the suprathermal ion temperature evolution do not perfectly overlap
as we would expect if the scans were perfectly symmetric.
The LP measures suprathermal ions just outside the plasma edge. Therefore these temperature increases should be occurring at the edge rather than
at the plasma centre. If a temperature increase occurs in the centre, these
perturbations will be detected at the edge delayed in time due to complexity
of particles dynamics in stellerator. At present we do not have any explanation
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of suprathermal ion temperature and rotational transform
for the discharge #27818.

of the observed phenomenon A deeper analysis of this problem should be done
in future.

3.1.4

Study of isotopic effect in TJ-II suprathermal ions

The TJ-II stellarator was operated for several weeks with deuterium in order
to explore√if the isotope effect, i.e. an improvement in confinement with ion
mass (∝ Ai ), can be observed in this device. Whilst this effect is quite
robust in many tokamaks [46] and some linear machines [45], it has not been
observed in stellarators. It must be noted that empirically observed behavior
does not correspond to what is theoretically expected: all Bohm-like scalings
of transport parameters indicate D⊥ , χ⊥ ≈ A0i , and gyro-Bohm-like scaling
implies ∝ A0.5
i , [45]. Therefore, it is interesting to study whether any effect
with ion mass can be seen in the suprathermal ion behavior observed in TJ-II.
It must be mentioned that a complete isotope exchange is very difficult
to achieve in a device whose wall is covered by a lithium layer, as has been
revealed by high-resolution spectroscopy [47]. Therefore, the deuterium discharges have a significant contribution of hydrogen coming from the wall, since
TJ-II is operated routinely in H2 . In addition, it is not possible to separate
the spectra produced by impacting H + and D+ in the LP data. However, the
data obtained during several discharges with deuterium showed a significant
difference compared with data for similar discharges performed with hydrogen,
results are presented in Fig. 3.6. The magnetic configuration was 101− 42− 64
(ι0 = 1.53). The power of both gyrotrons was 250 kW each. As can be seen
from the graph, the suprathermal kinetic temperature is higher when operating with D2 than for discharges with H2 . The LP was not calibrated for
deuterium. However, it was shown in [40], that response of phosphors for He+
is lower than for H + so we would expect that the response of the phosphor to
D+ should be lower than those to H + . Therefore obtained suprathermal ion
temperature might be underestimated. The observed effect on the temperature
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Figure 3.6: Suprathermal ion temperature-time evolution in two sets of discharges
operated with D2 gas or H2 gas, as indicated in the legends of this plot. The
densities are approximately equal ∼ 0.5· 1013 cm−3 . The magnetic configuration
was 101− 42− 64 (ι0 = 1.53).

cannot be explained by the slight difference of the phosphor response to H + or
D+ and therefore an explanation based on mechanisms should be invoked. We
must highlight that the higher temperatures observed for D2 than for H2 are
more consistent with the theoretical expectation of the gyro-Bohm-like scaling
than with the empirical scaling observed in most tokamaks. However, a closer
inspection of the data is needed to estimate precisely the effective mass of the
ions in the D2 discharges.

3.2

Results from the NBI phase

The NBI phase of TJ-II is typically characterized by higher densities than the
ECRH phase due to injection of neutral particles, reaching a maximum value
of about 4 − 5· 1013 cm−3 . Initially only a small fraction of the injected power
is absorbed by the plasma due to the low densities of the ECRH target plasma
(0.5 − 0.6· 1013 cm−3 ) [48]. Once the fast neutrals are converted into ions by
charge-exchange and electron ionization processes the fast ions slow down via
classical Coulomb collisions and other anomalous mechanisms, and thus their
energy is transferred to the plasma. While the fast ions have high velocities
electron heating dominates. Electrons have small mass in comparison with the
ions and therefore do not scatter the ions. Further slowing down, the main
part of fast ion energy transfers to plasma’s ions. In this case the masses of the
interacting particles are comparable and the fast ions are strongly scattered.
In a fusion reactor plasma, once the ignition phase is attained, heating will
be provided by alpha-particles generated by their own fusion reaction (D − T ).
Knowledge about fast ion losses mechanisms in experimental high temperature
plasma like TJ-II can help to better understand fast ion physics and shed light
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on fast particles confinement problems.

3.2.1

NBI-1

One of the main disadvantages of the TJ-II NBI phase is the shortness of the
hot part of the discharge and the lack of a true plateau. This can be clearly
seen on the bolometric or X-rays monitor traces; in addition the density is
rising monotonically, growing until the end of the NBI duration, see Fig. 3.7.
Therefore, only a short part of the NBI phase can give useful information about
fast ions.

Figure 3.7: Traces of some standard monitors for the discharge #27150: lineaveraged electron density (in red), total radiated power (in blue) and a central soft
X-ray monitor (in green), together with the current trace of NBI1 (in black). The
NBI power was 527 kW .

Before presenting LP data for NBI heated discharges it should be noted that
in some discharges it was not possible to detect fast ions. As it was determined
that this was not a technical problem with the LP or data acquisition system,
we need to understand this before proceeding.
In the TJ-II the toroidal field coils are not equally spaced. In order to
achieve minimization of field ripples at the magnetic axis, the angular toroidal
positions of the centers have been modulated. “The average magnetic ripple on
each magnetic surface grows steadily from a very small on-axis value (0.85%)
up to a very significant one at the plasma border (32.9%)” [48]. The ripples
in the magnetic structure of TJ-II lead to the rapid leak of high-energy ions.
We believe this is one of the reasons why for some discharges the LP does not
detect any fast ions from the NBI. That is happening simply because ions are
lost from plasma before they reach the detector.
However, in spite of these limitations the hot part of discharge can be
derived from the signal produced by the LP. Unfortunately, the quicker the
highest density is reached during a discharge, the shorter is the hot part. In
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Fig. 3.8 we present the analysis of LP data collected during discharges where
the NBI1 was used. Experiments were performed with a slight variation of
injection power. However, a clear temperature dependence of the fast ions
temperature on injected power and density can be seen from the graphs. As
expected, discharges with higher densities showed higher temperatures since
the beam is better absorbed and the collision frequency increases with plasma
density. Note, the duration of the neutral beam injection for discharges depicted in Fig. 3.8 was approximately 100 ms, and for the discharge #27182 it
was 70 ms.

Figure 3.8: Temperature evolution of fast ions during the NBI phase with constant
injected power of 527 kW (a) and 510 kW (b). The densities shown in the plot are
the maximum line-averaged electron densities reached and expressed in 1013 cm−3 .

It should be noted that an unexpected energy histogram shift was observed
in the LP data. This phenomenon can be seen in some ECRH discharges, but
it is especially strong for some discharges during the NBI phase. Usually a
similar effect can be seen in spectroscopic data due to the Doppler effect.
In Fig. 3.9(a) and Fig. 3.10(a) we present the time-integrated energy histogram for different time windows. As can be seen from the graphs, the
whole energy histogram is shifting during the discharge. In Fig. 3.9(b) and
Fig. 3.10(b) we present evolution of energy histogram shift (location of the
maximum in the histogram) for discharges with various NBI power values, together with time traces of the main monitors. Two discharges for each NBI
power are plotted in order to show the repeatability of the results obtained
for time evolution of the shift. The plateau in the histogram shift evolution is
might be explained by plasma rotation caused by NBI (see discharges #27188
and #27186). However, the time the shift observed for these discharges before NBI injection does not seem reasonable. A shift of 3 keV will correspond
to 767 km · s−1 , such velocities should be seen from the Hα signal. However,
currently we do not have any observation of a similar effect from other diagnostics systems. Another explanation could be complexity of neutral beam-plasma
interaction. It can be the case for the discharges #27149, #28150, #28127.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Energy histogram for different time windows for discharge #27149;
(b) evolution of the histogram shift for discharges with various NBI power values
together with time traces of the main monitors(#27149 in red and #27186 in green).
P is NBI power in kW .

There are might be some fluctuations in the work of NBI connected with the
observed effect. The most likely, the shift is caused by a software effect, for
example due to build up of low energy events that can be filtered out by code.
We do not have a clear explanation of the effect, a deeper analysis should be
done in the future. Nevertheless this shift does not affect results obtained
for the temperature. The fast ion temperature is deduced from a fit of the
high-energy tail of the distribution.

3.2.2

NBI-2

The ability of the LP to not only detect ion losses but also register totally
or partially thermalized particles from the NBI can be proved by analyzing
discharges solely with NBI2. As seen in Fig. 2.7, the NBI2 (counter-injection
line) and the LP are located on the opposite side of the TJ-II. Simulation by
FAFNER-2 code [41] predicted that the optimum location for detecting fast
ions from NBI1 is at the LP location, whilst the optimum location for NBI2
is in a different sector. Therefore the LP is more sensitive to fast ions from
NBI1.
In Fig. 3.11 the temperature obtained during discharges with NBI2 are
depicted. The effect of neutral beam injection can be clearly seen from the
probe data (the beginning of neutral beam injection is marked with the vertical black solid line). As seen in the graph, after typical time (approx. 20 ms)
the temperature of the detected ions increases rapidly. At this point another
advantage of LP comes up. The data obtained by the probe correspond to
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Figure 3.10: (a) Time-integrated energy histogram for different time windows
for discharge #27505; (b) evolution of the histogram shift for discharges with NBI
power P of 590 kW and 570 kW together with time traces of the main monitors
(#27505 in red and #27127 in green).

the area where the probe is located. Therefore, with a number of such probes
placed around the setup under different toroidal angles, monitoring of interaction between injected neutral beam and plasma could be done via observation
of the ion losses.
The results do not show any dependence of fast ion temperature neither
on the peak density of plasma (indicated in the figure), nor on density at the
end of the ECRH phase (which is the target plasma for the NBI). However,
there is no large density variation among the analyzed discharges. The density
value for the start of neutral injection was almost the same from discharge to
discharge: 0.5· 1013 cm−3 , 0.53· 1013 cm−3 and 0.59· 1013 cm−3 for discharges
#29465, #29467 and #29473 respectively. To draw clear conclusions about
this density dependence more experiments covering a wider range of plasma
densities are needed.

3.2.3

NBI1 combined with NBI2

The LP provides data about ions escaping from plasma. Summarizing this data
for a certain time window, it is possible to obtain the energy spectrum of ion
losses. Kinetic temperature can be deduced by the fitting the energy histogram
using an exponential function in the tail of the distribution. This method is
valid only under the assumption that most of the particles are thermalized,
which is not the case for NBI phase of discharges with heating provided by
both the NBI lines.
In Fig. 3.12(a) time-integrated energy histograms for discharge #29475 are
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Figure 3.11: Temperature evolution of fast ions for the transition phase between
ECRH and NBI heating. The beginning of neutral beam injection is marked with a
black vertical solid line. The maximum electron densities indicated in the plot are
expressed in 1013 cm−3 .

depicted. Ions with energies close to 30 keV correspond to direct losses from
the NBI1. For this discharge the shift of the detecting energy distribution function, which was discussed above can be observed. Traces of different monitors
for the discharge #29475 can be seen in Fig. 3.12(b).
However, in some cases the standard analysis can be done, for example, in
case of discharge #29498. As it can be seen from the graph Fig. 3.13(a), the
injection scenario for both NBIs is the same. Temperature evolution for the
discharge #29498 is presented in Fig. 3.13(b).

3.2 Results from the NBI phase
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Figure 3.12: Time-integrated energy histogram for different time windows (a),
and traces of different monitors (b) for the discharge #29475.

Figure 3.13: Temperature evolution for the NBI phases for the discharge #29499
and #29498 (a); traces of different monitors for the discharge #29498 (b). The
peak electron densities shown in the plot (a) are expressed in 1013 cm−3 .
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
The main objective of this Master Thesis was to investigate the capabilities of
a flexible luminescent probe and to analyze the first data obtained from the
upgraded probe in TJ-II discharges. This probe was used before to monitor
fast ion losses. Recently several modifications of the device were made in
order to increase the time resolution: the luminescent screen was changed to
TG-Green and the fast camera was removed. The decay time of TG-Green is
τ ≈ 0.54 µs, and for P-45 (Y2 O2 S : T b) screen (used before) τ ≈ 1.4 ms. The
probe was used for detecting energy distributions of fast ions escaping from
the plasma, and then pulse height analysis was implemented. Investigation of
high-energy ion losses in different regimes (ECRH and co/counter NBI) was
made.
The longest time discharges (> 200 ms) at different densities, supported
only by ECRH heating, were analyzed to study equilibration time of suprathermal ion population. It was found that detected temperature of the energetic
ions rises with density and also the slope of the temperature curve follows the
same trend. However, for longer discharges in similar conditions it was found
that after reaching a certain value the temperature decreases.
Some discharges from electrode biasing experiment were analyzed in order
to investigate the effect of electrode sawtooth polarization on suprathermal ion
temperature. Clear effect could be seen with the LP probe, as well as with a
Hα monitor. These facts prove that the LP is a very sensitive diagnostic tool,
and therefore allows monitoring small changes in plasma parameters. However,
in order to record such fast effects, the probe must be upgraded.
Data obtained by the LP during discharges performed in C Mode (dynamic
configuration scan) showed an interesting effect on the detected temperature.
We observed two main maxima in the temperature distribution. This effect
was not observed by any other diagnostic system. However, at present we do
not have any quantitative explanation of this effect, apart from correlating it
with the scan of the iota profile.
The behavior of suprathermal ions temperature during the isotopic exchange experiment in the TJ-II was studied. Several discharges with deuterium
were analyzed and compared with similar discharges performed with hydro41
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gen. Analyzed data show higher values of suprathermal kinetic temperature
for discharges with D2 . This effect cannot be explained by the slight difference
of the phosphor response to H + or D+ and therefore an explanation based on
the influence of the main ion mass on the suprathemal confinement should be
invoked.
The NBI phase for discharges heated by NBI1 or NBI2, one at a time, and
by combination of both injectors was studied. A clear temperature dependence
of the fast ions temperature on injected power and density was observed in
discharges with NBI1. On the contrary, the results obtained from discharges
with NBI2 do not show any dependence either on the peak density of plasma,
nor on the target plasma density for the NBI. However, clear transition between
the ECRH and NBI phases can be seen from the LP data. This proves the
ability of the probe to not only detect direct ion losses, but also register totally
or partially thermalized particles from NBIs. Energy distribution function
obtained during discharges supported by combined injection of the two NBIs
is strongly non-Maxwellian. Unexpected energy histogram shift was observed
in the LP data. Unfortunately, we do not have any clear explanation of this
effect.
The first results obtained by the LP showed its evident advantages. The
LP is a very sensitive diagnostic tool which allows monitoring small changes
in plasma parameters. The digital data processing that underlies pulse height
analysis allows varying energy resolution of analysis within a wide range. Data
obtained by the probe correspond to a well-localized area. The system could
be further upgraded by a factor of 10-100 in time resolution by selecting faster
phosphor and choosing faster signal conditioning and data acquisition electronics. At present the LP still needs some improvement concerning calibration
and data analysis process. Further refinement will be done in future.
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